
Chapter 6307 

 

After hearing that the press conference was about to start, 

 

Nia stopped gossiping with Claire. 

 

Charlie, who was standing by, also breathed a sigh of relief. 

 

It seemed that reporters were really gossipy. 

 

With all kinds of news reports every day, 

 

The possibility of not gossiping was almost zero. 

 

If Nia continued to talk like this, 

 

She might reveal some of his key information. 

 

For example, the time when his parents had an accident in Aurous Hill was exactly 

the time when he entered the welfare home, 

 

And his surname is also Wade. 

 

Fortunately, Claire didn’t gossip, otherwise, if she thought about it deeply, 

 



She would always notice something wrong. 

 

Fortunately, Charlie’s personal information was well protected at the time.  

 

Reporters like Nia only knew that a child of the Wade family was missing, 

 

But they didn’t know his details much. 

 

Otherwise, if she said that the child lost by the Wade family was called Charlie 

Wade, 

 

Claire would have to think about it carefully no matter how simple it was. 

 

Soon, the press conference officially began. 

 

As the leader of the entire press conference, Marcus did not adopt the format of 

traditional enterprises where leaders sit in a row and hold a press conference 

together. 

 

Instead, he walked onto the stage alone. 

 

As the lights were turned off, 

 

On the stage and the huge high-definition LED screen behind him became the 

focus of the whole audience. 

 



After he came on stage, Marcus smiled and said, 

 

“Welcome all media friends to today’s press conference.” 

 

“I am Marcus An, CEO of An’s Group.” 

 

“Today, I will represent An’s Group and Wade’s Group to announce to you a 

series of major business decisions of the two groups.” 

 

Marcus began to show his face as the person in charge of An’s external bus iness 

several years ago. 

 

After he came on stage, his image, temperament, conversation, and behavior 

were all full of elite style, 

 

Which made many female reporters admire him. 

 

Even Nia, who was about the same age as Claire, couldn’t help but whisper to 

Claire, 

 

“Marcus is really a model of a super diamond bachelor.” 

 

“He is handsome, capable, and his family is rich enough to rival a country.” 

 

“He perfectly meets my mate selection criteria.” 

 



“However, if you want to marry such a man, you may have to save the Milky Way 

in your previous life…” 

 

Claire whispered, “Nia, he seems to be in his forties.” 

 

“What’s wrong with being in his forties?” 

 

Nia whispered, “I just like handsome uncles like this.” 

 

“Young boys don’t know how to be considerate, and sometimes girls have to coax 

them when they quarrel.” 

 

“Uncles are different, they know everything, and with just a glance, they can 

accurately grasp the needs of the other party,” 

 

“And always take good care of girls.” 

 

Claire smiled and said, “He must be married, and his children may be in college.” 

 

Nia nodded and said quickly, “If he has an eighteen or nineteen-year-old son,” 

 

“Don’t mind the old cow eating young grass.” 

 

Charlie was speechless listening to her. 

 



This woman wanted to be his aunt one moment and his brother’s wife the next.  

 

It was really weird. 

 

At this time, Marcus on the stage said loudly: 

 

“The first part of today’s press conference is to announce to the public the new 

brand jointly funded by the An Group and the Wade Group.” 

 

“As we all know, China’s new energy vehicle industry has always been at the 

leading level in the world.” 

 

“The An family and the Wade family also hope to add icing on the cake to China’s 

dazzling new energy industry,” 

 

“So we have decided to invest at least 40 billion US dollars to establish our new 

energy vehicle brand in Aurous Hill!” 

 

As soon as Marcus said this, there was an exclamation at the scene! 

 

An investment of 40 billion US dollars is the first in the history of the development 

of private enterprises in Aurous Hill. 

 

Moreover, an investment of 40 billion dollars in a car brand is equivalent to nearly 

300 billion RMB! 

 



The total investment of Remi Automobile, which was popular all over the country 

some time ago, was only 10 billion RMB! 

 

The new energy vehicle brand that the An and Wade families are going to invest 

in Aurous Hill is 30 times more than Remi Auto! 


